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  Today’s Game Plan 

The New NYS Common Core Assessments  

• Testing Guide Highlights 

Pearson Training: 

• New Rubrics 

• Sample Questions & Student Responses 

Multiple Representations & Classroom Thoughts 



Common Core Mathematics 
• Focused standards – fewer concepts more deeply 

• Coherence – connections within & across grades 

• Rigor and intensity – balance of fluency, application, 

and conceptual understanding 

• Standards of Mathematical Practice: 
1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 

2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 

3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of 
others. 

4. Model with mathematics. 

5. Use appropriate tools strategically. 

6. Attend to precision. 

7. Look for and make use of structure. 

8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. 

 

 



New Math Assessments 3-8 
http://engageny.org/resource/test-guides-for-english-language-arts-and-mathematics 

Instructional Shifts and how they will  

be reflected in the Math Assessments: 
 

  “In mathematics, the CCLS require that 
educators focus their instruction on fewer, 
more central standards, thereby providing 
room to build core understandings and 
linkages between mathematical concepts and 
skills.” 
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Math Assessments & CC Shifts 
Shift 1: Focus Priority standards will be the focus.  Other 

standards will be deemphasized. 

Shift 2: Coherence If students have learned content and/or 
concepts before, they may have to use it with 
topics learned in the tested grade. 

Shift 3: Fluency Students will be assumed to possess required 
fluency and expected to apply them in real 
world problems.  

Shift 4: Deep Conceptual 
Understanding 
 

Each standard will be assessed from multiple 
perspectives.  Questions will infuse additional 
standards beyond the targeted standard.  Each 
standard will be tested in many different ways. 

Shift 5: Application 

Shift 6: Dual Intensity 

Students will be expected to know grade-level 
mathematical content with fluency and know 
which mathematical concepts to employ to 
solve real-world math problems - there will be 
minimal scaffolding. 

http://www.nysed.gov/


Grade 5 Test 
Blueprint 

70 to 80 % of test points 

10 – 20% of test points 

5 – 10% of test points 

20 – 30% of test points 

30 – 40% of test points 

5- 15% of test points 

5- 15% of test points 







Expected Fluency 



Application 

Students are expected to use math and choose 
the appropriate concept for application even 
when they are not prompted to do so.  Teachers 
provide opportunities at all grade levels for 
students to apply math concepts in “real world” 
situations.  Teachers in content areas outside of 
math, particularly science, ensure that students 
are using math – at all grade levels – to make 
meaning of and access content. 



Application  
in the Grade 5 Standards 



Model with Mathematics  
Mathematically proficient students can apply the 
mathematics they know to solve problems arising in 
everyday life, society, and the workplace…. Mathematically 
proficient students who can apply what they know are 
comfortable making assumptions and approximations to 
simplify a complicated situation, realizing that these may 
need revision later. They are able to identify important 
quantities in a practical situations…. They can analyze those 
relationships mathematically to draw conclusions. They 
routinely interpret their mathematical results in the context 
of the situation and reflect on whether the results make 
sense, possibly improving the model if it has not served its 
purpose. 

EngageNY.org 



New Math Assessment: Highlights 

 Mathematics Content emphases and Standard-level emphases 
(e.g. not all standards are recommended to receive the same 
amount of instructional time); 

 Mathematics questions may assess multiple-standards 
simultaneously; 

 Revised Guidance on Mathematics Tools and Reference Sheets 
 Grade 5 will need rulers and protractors 

 Reference sheet:   



  2013 Math Testing Times & Questions 

Grade Book Questions 
Estimated Time 
for Completion 

Session 
Time 

  

5 
1 30 MC 50 70   

2  31 MC 50 70   

3 5 SR/3 ER 50 70   

Total Est. Time 150 210   



Math Sample Questions 

Things to DO: 
• Interpret the way the standards are 

conceptualized in each question. 
• Note the multiple ways the standard is assessed 

throughout the sample questions. 
• Take note of numbers (e.g., fractions instead of 

whole numbers) used in the samples. 
• Pay attention to the strong distractors in each 

multiple-choice question. 
Don’t consider these questions to be the only way 
the standard will be assessed. 
Don’t assume that the sample questions represent a 
mini-version of future state assessment. 



New Test Questions 

Sample multiple-choice math questions are designed 
to assess CCLS math standards and incorporate both 
standards and math practices in real-world 
applications. Math multiple-choice questions assess 
procedural and conceptual standards. Unlike 
questions on past math assessments, many require 
the use of multiple skills and concepts. Answer 
choices are also different from those on past 
assessments. Within the sample questions, all 
distractors will be based on plausible missteps. 

 

Multiple Choice 



New Constructed Response 
Test Questions 

Short Response 

Math short constructed response 
questions are similar to past 2-point 
questions, asking students to 
complete a task and show their 
work. Like multiple-choice questions, 
short constructed response 
questions will often require multiple 
steps, the application of multiple 
math skills, and real-world 
applications. Many of the short 
constructed response questions will 
cover conceptual and application 
standards. 

 

Extended Response 

Math extended constructed 
response questions are similar to 
past 3-point questions, asking 
students to show their work in 
completing two or more tasks or one 
more extensive problem. Extended 
constructed response questions 
allow students to show their 
understanding of math procedures, 
conceptual understanding, and 
application. 



In the past, test questions… 

• were simpler, one or two steps, or were 
heavily scaffolded; 

• were heavy on pure fluency in isolation; 
• isolated the math; 
• relied more on the rote use of a standard 

algorithm for finding answers to 
problems. 
 



Now, test questions… 

• require multiple steps involving the interpretation 
of operations;  

• require conceptual understanding and fluency in 
order to complete test questions; 

• present problems in a real world problem 
context; 

• require students to do things like decompose 
numbers and/or shapes, apply properties of 
numbers, and with the information given in the 
problem reach an answer.  Relying solely on 
algorithms will not be sufficient. 



New York State 2013  
Grades 3-8 Common Core Math 

Rubric and Scoring  
Turnkey Training 

Pearson Training: Grades 3-8  

http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/math/math-ei.html
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/math/math-ei.html
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/math/math-ei.html


Holistic Scoring 

21 



Holistic Scoring 

• Holistic scoring assigns a single, overall test score for a 

response as a whole.   

• The single score reflects the level of understanding the 

student demonstrates in the response. 

• To score holistically, you must look at the entire 

response, rather than evaluating the parts or individual 

attributes separately.  

• A response may have some attributes of adjacent score 

points, but you must assign the score that best describes 

the response as a whole – the “best fit” score. 

22 



Holistic Scoring (Continued) 

When scoring holistically: 

• Read thoroughly to assess the level of understanding 

demonstrated. 

• Assign the score that best reflects the level of 

understanding the response demonstrates.  

• Keep in mind that some errors may detract from the level 

of understanding demonstrated and other errors may not 

detract. 

• Compare each response to the rubric and training 

papers. 

23 



Scoring versus Grading 

Scoring a state test is quite different from grading 
classroom papers. 

• Scoring 

– A response is assessed based on the 
demonstrated level of understanding and how it 
compares to the rubric and training papers. 

• Grading 

– Individual errors are totaled to determine the 
grade assigned. 

24 



Scoring versus Grading (Continued) 

• Remember: You are scoring, not grading. 

• Set aside your own grading practices while scoring. 

• Determine scores based only on the work in the student 

booklet, using state standards—not classroom 

standards—to score responses accurately, fairly, and 

consistently. 

25 



Guarding Against Scoring Biases  

Appearance of response 

• The quality of the handwriting, the use of cursive or printing, 
margins, editing marks, cross-outs, and overall neatness are not 
part of the scoring criteria. 

 

26 

Response Length   

• Many factors can contribute to how long or short a response appears 
to be, including size and style of the handwriting, spacing, or 
placement on the page.  

• As you score, follow the standards of the guide papers and rubric 
rather than being influenced by the length of the response. 

• If the response fulfills the requirements defined by the guide for a 
specific score point, it should receive that score. 



Guarding Against Scoring Biases (Continued) 

Response Organization   

• Some responses will seem haphazardly or illogically organized. For 
many of these responses, however, the necessary work is present 
and can be followed. Your responsibility is to carefully examine 
such responses to determine whether the necessary steps and 
information are included.  

Alternate Approaches 

• Students may use unique or unusual–yet acceptable–methods to 
solve mathematical problems. They may use methods not covered 
in training materials or not familiar to you as a scorer. Be sure to 
objectively evaluate all approaches based on the scoring 
standards, and ask your table leader if you have questions. 

 

27 



Mathematics 2-point Holistic Rubric 

Score Point Description 

2 Points A two-point response answers the question correctly.  

 

This response 

demonstrates a thorough understanding of the mathematical concepts but may 

contain errors that do not detract from the demonstration of understanding 

indicates that the student has completed the task correctly, using mathematically 

sound procedures 

1 Point A one-point response is only partially correct.   

  

This response 

indicates that the student has demonstrated only a partial understanding of the 

mathematical concepts and/or procedures in the task 

correctly addresses some elements of the task 

may contain an incorrect solution but applies a mathematically appropriate 

process 

may contain correct numerical answer(s) but required work is not provided 

0 Points A  zero-point response is incorrect, irrelevant, incoherent, or contains a correct 

response arrived using an obviously incorrect procedure. Although some parts may 

contain correct mathematical procedures, holistically they are not sufficient to 

demonstrate even a limited understanding of the mathematical concepts embodied in 

the task. 

  

28 



Mathematics 2-point Holistic Rubric 
(Continued) 

Score 

Point Description 

2 

Points 

A two-point response answers the question 

correctly.  

 

This response 

demonstrates a thorough understanding of the 

mathematical concepts but may contain errors 

that do not detract from the demonstration of 

understanding 

indicates that the student has completed the 

task correctly, using mathematically sound 

procedures 

29 



Mathematics 2-point Holistic Rubric 
(Continued) 

Score 

Point Description 

1 Point A one-point response is only partially correct.   

  

This response 

indicates that the student has demonstrated only 

a partial understanding of the mathematical 

concepts and/or procedures in the task 

correctly addresses some elements of the task 

may contain an incorrect solution but applies a 

mathematically appropriate process 

may contain correct numerical answer(s) but 

required work is not provided 

30 



Mathematics 2-point Holistic Rubric 
(Continued) 

Score 

Point Description 

0 

Points 

A  zero-point response is incorrect, irrelevant, 

incoherent, or contains a correct response arrived 

using an obviously incorrect procedure. Although 

some parts may contain correct mathematical 

procedures, holistically they are not sufficient to 

demonstrate even a limited understanding of the 

mathematical concepts embodied in the task. 

  

31 



2- and 3-point Mathematics Scoring 
Policies 

32 

Below are the policies to be followed while scoring the mathematics tests for all 

grades: 

1. If a student does the work in other than a designated “Show your work” 

area, that work should still be scored. (Additional paper is an allowable 

accommodation for a student with disabilities if indicated on the student’s 

Individualized Education Program or Section 504 Accommodation Plan.) 

2. If the question requires students to show their work, and the student shows 

appropriate work and clearly identifies a correct answer but fails to write that 

answer in the answer blank, the student should still receive full credit. 

3. If the question requires students to show their work, and the student shows 

appropriate work and arrives at the correct answer but writes an incorrect 

answer in the answer blank, the student should not receive full credit. 

4. In questions that provide ruled lines for students to write an explanation of 

their work, mathematical work shown elsewhere on the page should be 

considered and scored. 

5. If the student provides one legible response (and one response only), 

teachers should score the response, even if it has been crossed out. 

 



2- and 3-point Mathematics Scoring 
Policies (Continued) 

33 

6. If the student has written more than one response but has crossed some 

out, teachers should score only the response that has not been crossed 

out. 

7. Trial-and-error responses are not subject to Scoring Policy #6 above, since 

crossing out is part of the trial-and-error process. 

8. If a response shows repeated occurrences of the same conceptual error 

within a question, the student should not be penalized more than once. 

9. In questions that require students to provide bar graphs:  

• In Grades 3 and 4 only, touching bars are acceptable. 

• In Grades 3 and 4 only, space between bars does not need to be 

uniform. 

• In all grades, widths of the bars must be consistent. 

• In all grades, bars must be aligned with their labels. 

• In all grades, scales must begin at zero (0), but the 0 does not need to 

be written. 



2- and 3-point Mathematics Scoring 
Policies (Continued) 

34 

10. In questions requiring number sentences, the number sentences must be 

written horizontally. 

11. In pictographs, the student is permitted to use a symbol other than the one 

in the key, provided that the symbol is used consistently in the pictograph; 

the student does not need to change the symbol in the key. The student 

may not, however, use multiple symbols within the chart, nor may the 

student change the value of the symbol in the key. 

12. If students are not directed to show work, any work shown will not be 

scored. This applies to items that do not ask for any work and items that ask 

for work for one part and do not ask for work in another part. 
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Q&A 



Grade 6 Short-response (2-point) 
 Sample Question Guide Set 

36 



Grade 6 Short-response Question 

 

What is the value of 2x3 + 4x2 – 3x2 – 6x when x = 3?  

Show your work. 

  

 

  

 

Answer ____________________ 

37 
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Grade 6 Short-response   
Common Core Learning Standard Assessed 

CCLS 6.EE.2c 

Evaluate expressions at specific values of their 
variables. Include expressions that arise from 
formulas used in real-world problems. Perform 
arithmetic operations, including those involving 
whole-number exponents, in the conventional order 
when there are no parentheses to specify a 
particular order (Order of Operations). For example, 
use the formulas  
V = s3 and A = 6s2 to find the volume and surface 
area of a cube with sides of length s = ½. 

 

38 



Grade 6 Short-response Question 

 

What is the value of 2x3 + 4x2 – 3x2 – 6x when x = 3?  

 

Show your work. 

  

 

  

Answer ____________________ 

39 

1 

How would 
you answer 

this question? 



Grade 6 Short-response Exemplar 

 

What is the value of 2x3 + 4x2 – 3x2 – 6x when x = 3?  

 

Show your work. 

  

 

  

 

 Answer ____________________ 

40 
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45 



Grade 6 Short-response Guide Paper 1 

41 



Grade 6 Short-response Guide Paper 1 Annotation 

Score Point 2 

  

This response answers the question correctly and 
demonstrates a thorough understanding of the 
mathematical concepts. Three is correctly 
substituted into the expression, the order of 
operations is correctly followed, all calculations and 
the final answer are correct. 

42 



Grade 6 Short-response Guide Paper 2 

43 



Grade 6 Short-response Guide Paper 2 Annotation 

Score Point 2 

  

This response answers the question correctly and 
indicates that the student has completed the task 
correctly, using mathematically sound procedures. 
The individual operations are calculated separately; 
however, they are all done correctly and in the 
proper order, resulting in the correct answer. 

 

44 



Grade 6 Short-response Guide Paper 3 

45 



Grade 6 Short-response Guide Paper 3 Annotation 

Score Point 2 

  

This response answers the question correctly and 
demonstrates a thorough understanding of the 
mathematical concepts. The individual operations 
are calculated separately; however, they are done 
correctly and in the proper order, resulting in the 
correct answer. One calculation shown is incorrect 
(4(3 × 3 =) 9), but the following line shows the 

correct calculation and this inaccurate statement 
within the work does not detract from the 
demonstration of a thorough understanding. 

46 



Grade 6 Short-response Guide Paper 4 

47 



Grade 6 Short-response Guide Paper 4 Annotation 

Score Point 1 

  

This response is only partially correct. Three is 
correctly substituted into the expression; the 
operations on the exponents are performed first, 
followed by the multiplication operations.  The 
numbers 54 and 36 are correctly added.  However, 
instead of subtracting 27 from 90 or subtracting 18 
from -27, 18 is subtracted from 27, resulting in an 
incorrect answer.  The absence of the first 
subtraction symbol does not detract from the partial 
understanding of the problem. 

48 



Grade 6 Short-response Guide Paper 5 

49 



Grade 6 Short-response Guide Paper 5 Annotation 

Score Point 1 

  

This response is only partially correct.  Three is 
correctly substituted into the expression, the 
exponents are simplified first and then the 
multiplication operations are completed. However, 
the multiplication error 6x3=12 and the subtraction 
error 27-12 =16 and the change of -27 to 27 result 
in an incorrect answer.  The absence of the 
multiplication symbols does not detract from the 
demonstrated level of understanding. 

50 



Grade 6 Short-response Guide Paper 6 

51 



Grade 6 Short-response Guide Paper 6 Annotation 

Score Point 1 

  

This response is only partially correct and indicates 
that the student has demonstrated only a partial 
understanding of the mathematical concepts in the 
task. Three is correctly substituted into the 
expression and the order of operations is correct. 
However, the simplification of the exponential terms 
is incorrect; the base is multiplied by the exponent. 
The resultant answer is also incorrect. 

52 



Grade 6 Short-response Guide Paper 7 

53 



Grade 6 Short-response Guide Paper 7 Annotation 

Score Point 0 

  

This response is incorrect. The order of operations is 
incorrect; the multiplication operations are 
completed prior to the exponent calculations. 

54 



Grade 6 Short-response Guide Paper 8 

55 



Grade 6 Short-response Guide Paper 8 Annotation 

Score Point 0 

  

This response is incorrect. An incorrect procedure is 
used for the substitution of 3 into the expression, 
the exponents are incorrectly simplified, and the 
answer is incorrect. 

56 
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Q&A 
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Grade 6 Short-response Practice Paper 1 

59 



Grade 6 Short-response Practice Paper 1 Annotation 

 

 

60 

Score Point 1 

  

This response is only partially correct and indicates that the 

student has demonstrated only a partial understanding of 

the mathematical concepts in the task. The substitution is 

correctly made for x; however, the simplification of 

exponential terms is incorrect; an extra base value is 

multiplied by the product (33 = 81 instead of 27; 32 = 27 

instead of 9). The resultant answer is also incorrect. 



Grade 6 Short-response Practice Paper 2 

61 



Grade 6 Short-response Practice Paper 2 Annotation 

Score Point 2 

  

This response answers the question correctly and 
demonstrates a thorough understanding of the 
mathematical concepts. The order of operations,  all 
calculations, and the final answer are correct. The 
missing multiplication symbols from 2×33 and 4×32 

do not detract from the demonstration of a thorough 
understanding.  

62 



Grade 6 Short-response Practice Paper 3 

63 



Grade 6 Short-response Practice Paper 3 Annotation 

Score Point 1 

  

This response is only partially correct and contains 
an incorrect solution but applies a mathematically 
appropriate process. The final term (-6x) is not 
included in the solution. However, the order of 
operations for the remaining terms in the expression 
is correctly followed and all calculations are correct. 
The answer is correct for the expression used in the 
work. 

64 



Grade 6 Short-response Practice Paper 4 

65 



Grade 6 Short-response Practice Paper 4 Annotation 

Score Point 0 

  

This response is incorrect. The final term is dropped. 
The order of operations is incorrect; the 
multiplication steps are completed prior to the 
exponent calculations. The exponential terms are 
incorrectly simplified. The answer is incorrect.  

 

66 



Grade 6 Short-response Practice Paper 5 
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Grade 6 Short-response Practice Paper 5 Annotation 

Score Point 2 

  

This response answers the question correctly and 
indicates that the student has completed the task 
correctly, using mathematically sound procedures. 
The individual operations are calculated separately 
and correctly in the proper order, resulting in the 
correct answer. While the work contains a run-on 
equation (3 × 3 = 9 × 4 = 36), this is considered 

part of the work process and does not detract from 
the demonstration of understanding. 

 
68 



Grade 8 Short-response (2-point) 
 Sample Question Guide Set 
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Grade 8 Short-response Question 

David currently has a square garden. He wants to 
redesign his garden and make it into a rectangle 
with a length that is 3 feet shorter than twice its 
width. He decides that the perimeter should be 60 
feet. 

Determine the dimensions, in feet, of his new 
garden.  

Show your work. 

  

 

  

 
 

 Answer ___________________________ 

1 

70 
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CCLS 8.EE.7b 

  

Solve linear equations with rational number coefficients, 

including equations whose solutions require expanding 

expressions using the distributive property and collecting 

like terms. 

 

Grade 8 Short-response  
Common Core Learning Standard Assessed 



Grade 8 Short-response Question 

David currently has a square garden. He wants 
to redesign his garden and make it into a 
rectangle with a length that is 3 feet shorter than 
twice its width. He decides that the perimeter 
should be 60 feet. 

Determine the dimensions, in feet, of his new 
garden.  

Show your work. 

  

 

  

 
 

 Answer ___________________________ 

1 

How would 
you answer 

this question? 
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Grade 8 Short-response Exemplar 

David currently has a square garden. He wants to 
redesign his garden and make it into a rectangle 
with a length that is 3 feet shorter than twice its 
width. He decides that the perimeter should be 60 
feet. 

Determine the dimensions, in feet, of his new 
garden.  

Show your work. 

  

 

  

 
 

 Answer ___________________________ 

1 

Width = 11 ft; Length = 19 ft 

73 



Grade 8 Short-response Guide Paper 1 
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Grade 8 Short-response Guide Paper 1 Annotation 

Score Point 2 

  

This response answers the question correctly and 
demonstrates a thorough understanding of the 
mathematical concepts. The lengths of each side are 
shown in terms of n (n, 2n-3) and are correctly used 
with the given perimeter to solve for n. The answer 
for both dimensions is correct. Units in the answer 
are not required since the question directs students 
to “determine the dimensions, in feet….” 

75 



Grade 8 Short-response Guide Paper 2 

76 



Grade 8 Short-response Guide Paper 2 Annotation 

Score Point 2 

  

This response answers the question correctly and 
indicates that the student has completed the task 
correctly, using mathematically sound procedures. 
The lengths of each side are correctly shown in 
terms of x and are appropriately used with the given 
perimeter to solve for x. The answer for both 
dimensions is correct. 

77 



Grade 8 Short-response Guide Paper 3 

78 



Grade 8 Short-response Guide Paper 3 Annotation 

Score Point 2 

  

This response answers the question correctly and 
demonstrates a thorough understanding of the 
mathematical concepts. The lengths of each side are 
correctly shown in terms of w and are used correctly 
with the given perimeter to solve for w. 

79 



Grade 8 Short-response Guide Paper 4 

80 



Score Point 1 

  

This response is only partially correct and correctly 
addresses most elements of the task. The length of 
each side is correctly determined in terms of x and 
the equation is set up correctly and solved for x. 
However, the value given for x is not used to 
calculate the length of the garden,  
(2x – 3). Therefore, only one dimension – the width 
– is given in the answer. The absence of units in the 
answer does not detract from the demonstration of 
understanding. 

81 

Grade 8 Short-response Guide Paper 4 Annotation 



Grade 8 Short-response Guide Paper 5 
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Grade 8 Short-response Guide Paper 5 Annotation 

Score Point 1 

  

This response shows only partial understanding and 
contains correct numerical answers, but the 
required work is not provided. The correct numerical 
answers are given and a check of the answers is 
provided. However, it is not clear from the work 
provided how the width (11) was initially 
determined. 
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Grade 8 Short-response Guide Paper 6 

84 



Score Point 1 

  

This response is only partially correct and 
demonstrates only a partial understanding of the 
mathematical concepts. The rectangle’s length and 
width are incorrectly expressed as x and x-3, 
respectively.  However, these incorrect expressions 
are then correctly used in the perimeter equation, 
solving x = 66/4.  The calculations are incorrectly 
completed.  

85 

Grade 8 Short-response Guide Paper 6 Annotation 



Grade 8 Short-response Guide Paper 7 
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Grade 8 Short-response Guide Paper 7 Annotation 

87 

Score Point 0 

  

This response is incorrect. The incorrect equation is used 

for perimeter and the procedure used to determine the 

width is not sufficient to demonstrate even a limited 

understanding of the mathematical concepts. 



Grade 8 Short-response Guide Paper 8 

88 



Grade 8 Short-response Guide Paper 8 Annotation 

Score Point 0 

  

This response is incorrect. The correct dimensions 
are determined in terms of x and the four sides are 
added. However, this expression (6x-6) is never 
equated to the value given for the perimeter and no 
final values are determined for the dimensions. 
While this response contains some correct 
mathematical procedures, there is not enough work 
completed to demonstrate even a limited 
understanding of the mathematical concepts 
embodied in the task. 
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Grade 8 Short Response (2-point) 
Sample Question Practice Set 
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Grade 8 Short-response Practice Paper 1 
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Grade 8 Short-response Practice Paper 1 Annotation 

Score Point 0 

  

This response is incorrect. The incorrect dimension 
for length is determined in terms of n (3-2n). The 
perimeter equation to solve for n is incorrect (3 - 2n 
+ n = 60) and it is solved incorrectly. Additionally, 
only the incorrect, physically impossible answer for 
the width is given. 

92 
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Grade 8 Short-response Practice Paper 2 



Grade 8 Short-response Practice Paper 2 Annotation 

Score Point 2 

  

This response answers the question correctly and 
indicates that the student has completed the task 
correctly using mathematically sound procedures. 
The dimensions are expressed in terms of w and 
used appropriately in the equation for perimeter; 
the equation is correctly solved for w.  The absence 
of calculating 19 does not detract from the level of 
understanding. 
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Grade 8 Short-response Practice Paper 3 
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Grade 8 Short-response Practice Paper 3 Annotation 

Score Point 1 

  

This response shows only partial understanding of 
the mathematical procedures in the task. The length 
of each side is correctly determined in terms of x 
and the perimeter equation is appropriate, resulting 
in a correct value for x. However, the value given 
for x is multiplied by 2 rather than being substituted 
back into the initial expression for the length (2x-3). 
Therefore, only the width dimension is correct. The 
absence of units does not detract from the 
demonstrated level of understanding. 
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Grade 8 Short-response Practice Paper 4 
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Grade 8 Short-response Practice Paper 4 Annotation 

Score Point 1 

  

This response demonstrates only a partial 
understanding of the mathematical concepts. The 
dimensions are correctly expressed in terms of x   
(x = width; 2x – 3 = length). However, the 
perimeter equation is incorrect (2x – 3 + x = 60); 
two sides instead of four are added together.  The 
equation written is correctly solved for x and the 
value of x (21) is used in the expression for length 
(2x – 3) to determine the length’s value. 
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Grade 8 Short-response Practice Paper 5 
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Grade 8 Short-response Practice Paper 5 Annotation 

Score Point 2 

  

This response answers the question correctly and 
indicates that the student has completed the task 
correctly, using mathematically sound procedures. 
The perimeter is divided in half and then equated to 
the sum of the expressions for the length (2x-3) 
and width (x). This is an appropriate mathematical 
procedure for completing this task and the 
dimensions are determined correctly. 
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Q&A 
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What else is there to know? 

Multiple representations 

• Sample questions 

• Test item criteria 
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Multiple Representations 

103 

Multiple Representations (MR) are a broad set of specifications that describe, refer 
and symbolize the various, but not all, ways that math standards could be 
measured within the constraints of NYSTP.  The MR document specifies three 
overarching families of MRs: 
Procedural Skills: Procedural skills representations specifically apply to standards 
that reference verbs such as compute, solve, identify, interpret, use, make and find 
solutions. Procedural representations are most often multiple-choice questions that 
require students to apply and identify mathematical processes in various ways.   
Conceptual Understanding: Conceptual understanding representations are 
applied to standards using verbs such as understand, explain, represent and 
describe.  As a result, these items require different combined mathematical 
practices depending on the given item type or item.  
Application: Application standards and items are unique within the Common 
Core.  There are standards that reference application, which are represented by 
application tasks. Also, there are application tasks that are used to represent 
standards for which application is not explicitly required.  Broadly speaking, 
application items require students to marshal both procedural knowledge and 
conceptual understanding to complete a task. 



Multiple Representations 
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The MRs can be used to help an educator plan instruction with a variety of 
different approaches to the standard in mind in order to teach to the whole 
standard, as referenced above.  Knowing that assessment items, over time, will 
assess a given standard through multiple formats, educators should approach 
instruction of a given standard through multiple formats and 
perspectives.  However, the State assessments do have its limitations. Instruction 
should not be limited to only those formats that fit within the constraints 
of large-scale assessment. 
When planning instruction for a given standard, instructors should think about all of 
the multiple perspectives from which a standard can be interpreted, which means 
that instruction should approach standards from a: 
• Conceptual, 
• Procedural, and 
• Application lens (family of item formats). 
This type of thorough instruction will lead to foundational student understanding of 
each CCSS. This will enable students to apply their understanding to all of the 
specific formats listed in the MR document.  Ultimately, teaching with the MR 
approach results in instruction that is more holistic.  Student understanding 
becomes less about simple mastery and more about application of that 
understanding in a variety of ways. Instructors can access the curriculum 
modules available on http://engageny.org for guidance on developing holistic 
performance based and classroom assignments. 

http://engageny.org/


Examples of Multiple Representation 
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Examples of Multiple Representation 



Lunch Break! 



Extended-response (3-point) Rubric 
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Mathematics 3-point Holistic Rubric 

Score Point Description 

3 Points A three-point response answers the question correctly. 

  

This response 

demonstrates a thorough understanding of the mathematical concepts but may contain errors that do not 

detract from the demonstration of understanding 

indicates that the student has completed the task correctly, using mathematically sound procedures 

2 Points A two-point response is partially correct. 

 

This response 

demonstrates partial understanding of the mathematical concepts and/or procedures embodied in the task 

addresses most aspects of the task, using mathematically sound procedures 

may contain an incorrect solution but provides complete procedures, reasoning, and/or explanations 

may reflect some misunderstanding of the underlying mathematical concepts and/or procedures 

1 Point 

 

A one-point response is incomplete and exhibits many flaws but is not completely incorrect. 

  

This response 

  

demonstrates only a limited understanding of the mathematical concepts and/or procedures embodied in 

the task 

may address some elements of the task correctly but reaches an inadequate solution and/or provides 

reasoning that is faulty or incomplete 

exhibits multiple flaws related to misunderstanding of important aspects of the task, misuse of mathematical 

procedures, or faulty mathematical reasoning 

reflects a lack of essential understanding of the underlying mathematical concepts 

may contain correct numerical answer(s) but required work is not provided 

0 Points 

 

A zero-point response is incorrect, irrelevant, incoherent, or contains a correct response arrived at using an 

obviously  

incorrect procedure. Although some parts may contain correct mathematical procedures, holistically they are not 

sufficient to demonstrate even a limited understanding of the mathematical concepts embodied in the task. 
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Mathematics 3-point Holistic Rubric (Continued) 

Score Point Description 

3 Points A three-point response answers the question correctly. 

  

This response 

demonstrates a thorough understanding of the mathematical concepts 

but may contain errors that do not detract from the demonstration of 

understanding 

indicates that the student has completed the task correctly, using 

mathematically sound procedures 
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Mathematics 3-point Holistic Rubric (Continued) 

Score Point Description 

2 Points A two-point response is partially correct. 

 

This response 

demonstrates partial understanding of the mathematical concepts 

and/or procedures embodied in the task 

addresses most aspects of the task, using mathematically sound 

procedures 

may contain an incorrect solution but provides complete procedures, 

reasoning, and/or explanations 

may reflect some misunderstanding of the underlying mathematical 

concepts and/or procedures 
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Mathematics 3-point Holistic Rubric (Continued) 

Score Point Description 

1 Point 

 

A one-point response is incomplete and exhibits many flaws but is not 

completely incorrect. 

  

This response 

  

demonstrates only a limited understanding of the mathematical 

concepts and/or procedures embodied in the task 

may address some elements of the task correctly but reaches an 

inadequate solution and/or provides reasoning that is faulty or 

incomplete 

exhibits multiple flaws related to misunderstanding of important 

aspects of the task, misuse of mathematical procedures, or faulty 

mathematical reasoning 

reflects a lack of essential understanding of the underlying 

mathematical concepts 

may contain correct numerical answer(s) but required work is not 

provided 
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Mathematics 3-point Holistic Rubric (Continued) 

Score Point Description 

0 Points 

 

A zero-point response is incorrect, irrelevant, incoherent, or contains a 

correct response arrived at using an obviously incorrect procedure. 

Although some parts may contain correct mathematical procedures, 

holistically they are not 

sufficient to demonstrate even a limited understanding of the mathematical 

concepts embodied in the task. 
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Q&A 
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Grade 4 Extended-response (3-point) 
 Sample Question Guide Set 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Question 

Candy wants to buy herself a new bicycle that cost $240. Candy has 
already saved $32, but she needs to make a plan so she can save the 
rest of the money she needs. She decides to save the same amount 
of money, x dollars, each month for the next four months. 

Write an equation that helps Candy determine the amount of money 
she must save each month. 

Equation 
_______________________________________________ 

Solve the equation to find the amount of money she must save each 
month to meet her goal of buying a bicycle. 

Show your work. 

 

 

Answer  $_______________________________________ 

2 
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Grade 4 Extended-response   
Common Core Learning Standard Assessed 
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CCLS 4.OA.3 

  

Solve multistep word problems posed with whole numbers 

and having whole-number answers using the four 

operations, including problems in which remainders must 

be interpreted. Represent these problems using equations 

with a letter standing for the unknown quantity. Assess the 

reasonableness of answers using mental computation and 

estimation strategies including rounding. 



Grade 4 Extended-response Question 

Candy wants to buy herself a new bicycle that cost $240. Candy has 
already saved $32, but she needs to make a plan so she can save the 
rest of the money she needs. She decides to save the same amount 
of money, x dollars, each month for the next four months. 

Write an equation that helps Candy determine the amount of money 
she must save each month. 

Equation 
_______________________________________________ 

Solve the equation to find the amount of money she must save each 
month to meet her goal of buying a bicycle. 

Show your work. 

 

 

Answer $_______________________________________ 

2 

How would you 
answer this 
question? 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Exemplar 

Candy wants to buy herself a new bicycle that cost $240. Candy has 
already saved $32, but she needs to make a plan so she can save the 
rest of the money she needs. She decides to save the same amount 
of money, x dollars, each month for the next four months. 

Write an equation that helps Candy determine the amount of money 
she must save each month. 

 

Equation 
_______________________________________________ 

Solve the equation to find the amount of money she must save each 
month to meet her goal of buying a bicycle. 

Show your work. 

 

 

Answer $_______________________________________ 

2 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Guide Paper 1 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Guide Paper 1 
Annotation 

Score Point 3 

  

This response answers the question correctly and 
demonstrates a thorough understanding of the 
mathematical concepts. The written equation is 
correct, the mathematical procedure used to solve 
the equation is appropriate with all necessary work 
shown, and the final answer is correct. 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Guide Paper 2 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Guide Paper 2 
Annotation 

Score Point 3 

  

This response answers the question correctly and 
indicates that the student has completed the task 
correctly, using mathematically sound procedures. 
The written equation is correct, the mathematical 
procedure used to solve the equation is appropriate 
with all necessary work shown, and the final answer 
is correct. 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Guide Paper 3 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Guide Paper 3 
Annotation 

Score Point 3 

  

This response answers the question correctly and 
demonstrates a thorough understanding of the 
mathematical concepts. The written equation is 
correct, the mathematical procedure used to solve 
the equation is appropriate with all necessary work 
shown, and the final answer is correct. 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Guide Paper 4  
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Grade 4 Extended-response Guide Paper 4 
Annotation 

Score Point 2 

  

This response is partially correct and addresses 
most aspects of the task, using mathematically 
sound procedures. An expression rather than an 
equation is written and it does not include a 
variable. However, the expression has been 
simplified correctly and the final answer is correct. 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Guide Paper 5  
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Grade 4 Extended-response Guide Paper 5 
Annotation 

Score Point 2 

  

This response demonstrates partial understanding 
and addresses most aspects of the task, using 
mathematically sound procedures. The equation is 
partially correct; it does not account for the 208. 
The mathematical procedure used to determine the 
amount of money to be saved each month is 
mathematically sound; however, the division error 
results in an incorrect answer. 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Guide Paper 6  
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Grade 4 Extended-response Guide Paper 6 
Annotation 

Score Point 2 

  

This response demonstrates partial understanding. 
The equation is missing the parentheses around 240 
- 32. However, the correct order of operations is 
followed to solve the incorrect equation. 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Guide Paper 7  
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Grade 4 Extended-response Guide Paper 7 
Annotation 

Score Point 1 

  

This response exhibits many flaws and 
demonstrates only a limited understanding of the 
question. There is no equation given and the 
expression (x ÷ 4) does not show any 

understanding. The procedure used to solve the 
equation is appropriate; however, there are two 
division errors – both for the estimate (200 ÷ 4 = 
$55) and for the equation identified as “real” (208 ÷ 
4 = $57). The final answer (57.00) is incorrect. 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Guide Paper 8  
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Grade 4 Extended-response Guide Paper 8 
Annotation 

Score Point 1 

  

This response demonstrates only a limited 
understanding of the mathematical concepts. The 
equation is not provided and while the answer is 
correct, not all of the required work is provided. 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Guide Paper 9  
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Grade 4 Extended-response Guide Paper 9 
Annotation 

Score Point 1 

  

This response demonstrates only a limited 
understanding. While some aspects of the task are 
addressed correctly, faulty reasoning results in an 
inadequate solution. The equation is incorrect and 
does not take into account the $32 already saved. 
This reflects a lack of essential understanding of the 
underlying mathematical concept. However, that 
incorrect equation is solved correctly. 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Guide Paper 10  
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Grade 4 Extended-response Guide Paper 10 
Annotation 

Score Point 0 

  

This response is incorrect. The initial equation is not 
correct and only the very first step of the process is 
completed. This results in an incorrect answer. 
Holistically, this is not sufficient to demonstrate 
even a limited understanding of the mathematical 
concepts embodied in the task. 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Guide Paper 11  
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Grade 4 Extended-response Guide Paper 11 
Annotation 

Score Point 0 

  

This response is incorrect. The equation given is 
incorrect and while the final answer is correct, no 
correct work or mathematically appropriate process 
is shown that would lead to that answer. 
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Grade 4 Extended-response (3-point) 
Sample Question Practice Set 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Practice Paper 1 



Grade 4 Extended-response Practice Paper 1 
Annotation 

Score Point 0 

This response is incorrect. The equation does not 
contain a variable and is irrelevant. While the initial 
step in the solution is correct (240 – 32 = 208), the 
question’s direction specifying that the same 
amount of money is saved every month is 
disregarded, resulting in incorrect work and an 
incorrect answer. While some parts contain correct 
mathematical procedures, holistically, they are not 
sufficient to demonstrate even a limited 
understanding of the mathematical concepts 
embodied in the task. 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Practice Paper 2 



Grade 4 Extended-response Practice Paper 2 
Annotation 

Score Point 3 

  

This response answers the question correctly and 
indicates that the student has completed the task 
correctly, using mathematically sound procedures. 
The equation given is correct. The mathematical 
procedure used to solve the equation is appropriate 
with all necessary work shown, and the final answer 
is correct. 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Practice Paper 3 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Practice Paper 3 
Annotation 

Score Point 0 

  

This response is incorrect.  The equation is 
incorrect. Though some correct operations are 
indicated in the work, subtraction followed by 
division, only the subtraction is correctly completed. 
Holistically, this is not sufficient to demonstrate 
even a limited understanding of the mathematical 
concepts embodied in the task. 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Practice Paper 4 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Practice Paper 4 
Annotation 

Score Point 2 

  

This response demonstrates partial understanding 
and addresses most aspects of the task using 
mathematically sound procedures. The equation is 
not correct. However, the mathematical procedure 
used and the answer are correct. 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Practice Paper 5 
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Grade 4 Extended-response Practice Paper 5 
Annotation 

Score Point 1 

  

This response exhibits many flaws but is not 
completely incorrect.  The written equation is an 
acceptable equation; however, the mathematical 
procedure used to solve the equation and the 
answer are flawed and incorrect. 
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Grade 6 Extended-response (3-point) 
Sample Question Guide Set 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Question 

A closed box in the shape of a rectangular prism has a length of 
13 cm, a width of 5.3 cm, and a height of 7.1 cm. 

Draw a net of the box and find its surface area in square 
centimeters.  

Show your work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answer                                                  . 

 

2 
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Grade 6 Extended-response   
Common Core Learning Standard Assessed 

CCLS 6.G.4 

  

Represent three-dimensional figures using nets made up of 

rectangles and triangles, and use the nets to find the 

surface area of these figures. Apply these techniques in the 

context of solving real-world and mathematical problems. 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Question 

A closed box in the shape of a rectangular prism has a length of 
13 cm, a width of 5.3 cm, and a height of 7.1 cm. 

Draw a net of the box and find its surface area in square 
centimeters.  

Show your work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answer                                                  . 

 

2 

How would you 
answer this 
question? 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Exemplar 

A closed box in the shape of a rectangular prism has a length of 13 
cm, a width of 5.3 cm, and a height of 7.1 cm. 

Draw a net of the box and find its surface area in square 
centimeters.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Answer                                                  . 

 

2 

397.66 sq. cm. 
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Show your work. 



Grade 6 Extended-response Guide Paper 1 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Guide Paper 1 Annotation 

Score Point 3 

  

This response answers the question correctly and 
demonstrates a thorough understanding of the 
mathematical concepts. A complete net is drawn 
and accurately labeled, and all calculations for each 
of the rectangles are shown. The final answer, the 
sum of the area of all six rectangles, is correct. 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Guide Paper 2 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Guide Paper 2 Annotation 

Score Point 3 

  

This response answers the question correctly and 
indicates that the student has completed the task 
correctly, using mathematically sound procedures. A 
complete net is drawn and accurately labeled. The 
calculations for each of the three sizes of rectangles 
are shown, multiplied by two, and then added. The 
final answer is correct. 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Guide Paper 3 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Guide Paper 3 Annotation 

Score Point 3 

  

This response answers the question correctly and 
demonstrates a thorough understanding of the 
mathematical concepts. A complete net is drawn. 
The calculations for each of the three sizes of 
rectangles are shown, multiplied by two, and then 
added. The final answer is correct. Labeling the 
dimensions of the net is not required for 
demonstration of a thorough understanding of the 
problem. The run-on equations and the cm3 label do 
not detract from the demonstration of a thorough 
understanding of the mathematical concepts. 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Guide Paper 4 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Guide Paper 4 Annotation 

Score Point 2 

  

This response is partially correct and addresses 
most aspects of the task, using mathematically 
sound procedures. A complete net is drawn and 
accurately labeled, and the correct procedure for the 
area calculations for each of the rectangles is used. 
However, a multiplication error is made while 
calculating one of the areas (13 × 2 × 5.3 = 157.8) 

and an addition error is made when determining the 
total area (157.8 + 184.6 + 75.26 = 387.66). The 
lines that appear to be extra flaps on the net are 
indicators of the lengths of the sides. 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Guide Paper 5 
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Score Point 2 

  

This response demonstrates partial understanding of 
the mathematical procedures embodied in the task. 
The net, missing the rectangle that represents one 
side (5.3 by 7.1) of the box, is only partially correct. 
The surface area calculated is for an open, rather 
than a closed, box; the area representing the top of 
the box is not included.  
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Grade 6 Extended-response Guide Paper 5 Annotation 



Grade 6 Extended-response Guide Paper 6 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Guide Paper 6 Annotation 

Score Point 2 

  

This response is partially correct and addresses 
most aspects of the task, using mathematically 
sound procedures. A complete net is drawn and 
accurately labeled, and the correct procedure for the 
total area calculation is shown in the work. 
However, minor calculation errors result in an 
incorrect answer. 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Guide Paper 7 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Guide Paper 7 Annotation 

Score Point 1 

  

This response is incomplete and exhibits many flaws 
but is not completely incorrect; it addresses some 
elements of the task correctly but reaches an 
inadequate solution and provides reasoning that is 
incomplete. No net is shown. The area calculations 
for each size rectangle are shown and are correctly 
added together. However, the determined value is 
not multiplied by two to determine the total surface 
area. 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Guide Paper 8 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Guide Paper 8 Annotation 

Score Point 1 

  

This response exhibits many flaws but is not 
completely incorrect and demonstrates only a 
limited understanding of the mathematical 
procedures embodied in the task. No net is shown. 
While the work shows the correct procedures for the 
calculation of the total surface area, multiplication 
errors for all three sizes of rectangles result in an 
incorrect answer. 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Guide Paper 9 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Guide Paper 9 Annotation 

Score Point 1 

  

This response exhibits many flaws but is not 
completely incorrect and reflects a lack of essential 
understanding of the underlying mathematical 
concepts. An appropriate net is shown. However, an 
inappropriate mathematical process is used to 
determine the surface area and the answer is 
incorrect. 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Guide Paper 10 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Guide Paper 10 Annotation 

Score Point 0 

  

This response is incorrect. A net is shown; however, 
the size of all six  rectangles is approximately the 
same. This net is not an appropriate representation 
of the original three-dimensional figure. No other 
work is shown and the answer given is incorrect. 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Guide Paper 11 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Guide Paper 11 Annotation 

Score Point 0 

  

This response is irrelevant. No net is shown and the 
volume is calculated, rather than the surface area. 
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Grade 6 Extended-response (3-point) 
Sample Practice Set 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Practice Paper 1 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Practice Paper 1 Annotation 

Score Point 2 

  

This response is partially correct and demonstrates 
partial understanding of the mathematical 
procedures embodied in the task. A net is drawn 
and the dimensions are correctly labeled; however, 
there are two missing lines which result in four 
rectangles instead of six. The area of each labeled 
rectangle is correct. The areas of the four rectangles 
shown on the incorrect net are added correctly and 
the final answer is correct. 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Practice Paper 2 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Practice Paper 2 Annotation 

Score Point 1 

  

This response exhibits many flaws but is not 
completely incorrect and reflects a lack of essential 
understanding of the underlying mathematical 
concepts. Although not all of the labels are accurate, 
an appropriate net is shown. However, an 
inappropriate mathematical process is used to 
determine the surface area and the answer is 
incorrect. 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Practice Paper 3 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Practice Paper 3 Annotation 

Score Point 0 

  

This response is irrelevant. No net is shown and the 
volume is calculated and then divided by four. The 
surface area is not determined. 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Practice Paper 4 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Practice Paper 4 Annotation 

Score Point 3 

  

This response answers the question correctly and 
demonstrates a thorough understanding of the 
mathematical concepts. A complete net is drawn 
and accurately labeled. The areas are shown on a 
three-dimensional box with labeled sides, indicating 
the values used to determine the areas. These areas 
are multiplied by two and then added, resulting in 
the correct answer. 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Practice Paper 5 
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Grade 6 Extended-response Practice Paper 5 Annotation 

Score Point 1 

  

This response exhibits many flaws but is not 
completely incorrect and demonstrates only a 
limited understanding of the mathematical 
procedures embodied in the task. No net is shown. 
While the areas of the rectangles are all calculated 
correctly, an addition error and an inappropriate 
truncation result in an incorrect answer (396.6). 
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Q&A 
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What else is there to know? 

Multiple representations 

 Sample questions 

Test item criteria 
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Sample Grade 5 Questions 

 

 New York State  

Testing Program  

http://engageny.org/resource/new-york-state-common-core-

sample-questions 
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Review Some Sample 
Questions 

 What do you notice? 

 How are they different from other years? 

 Do you see any evidence of multiple 

representation within any problem? 
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